ANDREW MARTIN COLLABORATES WITH COMMENTARY
POP-ARTIST ‘HARTI’ WITH EXCLUSIVE FURNITURE RANGE
International global design brand Andrew Martin has collaborated with one of the new discoveries in
the art world – Harti. Featuring Harti’s original paintings, the limited edition of furniture will span across
armchairs, dining chairs and cushions. Launching to coincide with Harti’s debut exhibition at the StART Art
Fair at the Saatchi Gallery in London, the exclusive collection will be available in store and online from
October 2021 at Andrew Martin, Walton Street and at www.andrewmartin.co.uk.

Andrew Martin x Harti Art Collaboration

Celebrating the link between art and design, this new collaboration recognises that art is an essential
component of the modern home. Artistic movements have always influenced interior design, both avenues
highlighting personal and aesthetic connections. For this collection, Harti’s post-modernist pop art
movement inspired artwork has been reproduced onto luxe velvets and rich linens; a collection of bold,
thought provoking and statement pieces of furniture and accessories for the home.
Martin Waller, Founder of Andrew Martin, comments: “Why should art be confined to walls? This exciting
collaboration uses unique art to bring a new dynamic to furniture. There is no eye so discerning as the
eye of an artist. The objects that they choose to live with, be it furniture, ceramics, rugs or art, are
meticulously considered and chosen to reflect their character and personal tastes.”
Sascha Hartmann of Harti Art comments: "I’m delighted to be working with Andrew Martin with this
collaboration. Essentially this is functional art. When people sit on the Harti arm or dining chairs, I want
them to question their own self, as well as political, historical and religious doctrines that feature in my
paintings. I’m a story teller and this unique furniture allows one to immerse oneself not only through my
paintings perception, but through tactility, experiencing a new philosophical reality. My paintings capture
and question belief systems, societal anxieties, political oppression, love, hate, desire – of course some
will find it controversial. Each dining chair features a ‘commentary pop art’ face, our ‘collective
subconscious’ if you will. The aim? To stimulate, engage and challenge one to peel back layers of their
own mind through dramatic artistic commentaries. At least one can sit down, if discussing ‘Heliocentrism
1534 vs The Megalomania of the Church’ offends you!”

Notes to Editors
About Andrew Martin
Since 1978, Andrew Martin has been at the forefront of global design. From championing the best
interior designers to shining a light on hidden cultures, Andrew Martin has always provided a stage for
discovery and celebration. Martin Waller is the founder of Andrew Martin and he remains at the heart
of the brand to this day. Originally starting in 1978 in Richmond, London, Andrew Martin moved to its
flagship showroom on Walton Street, in South Kensington, in 1987, where it became Mecca for the
world's design cognoscenti. . A kaleidoscopic range of fabrics, wallcoverings, cushions, artwork, paint,
outdoors and furniture, the Andrew Martin showroom on Walton Street is a go-to for designers and
design-lovers alike. Andrew Martin products are sold in 63 countries and over the last five decades,
Andrew Martin showrooms have opened in New York, Los Angeles, Dubai, Cairo, Beijing and Moscow.
About Harti
With both Italian and German heritage, marrying and raising a family in Scotland before moving to
Jersey, The British Isles, Harti has spent his life observing and studying the diversity and history of cultures
and lifestyles both from a religious, political and societal perspective. A qualified clinical and neuro
psychologist (University of Zurich), Harti is also a composer and animator. His life-long professional
interests and sustained learning have culminated in an electrifying, truth-telling series of artworks
expressed on vast canvasses that capture and question the sense and meaning of life, God and belief
systems, consciousness vs nothingness, our insignificance in the universe and quintessentially our lost self.
Harti’s practice typifies the modernist pop art movement, with a nod towards the pre-Baroque Tenebrism
style for heightened dramatic effect. Harti’s aim is to stimulate self -auscultation, engage selfarchaeology, question every day absurdities and challenge the viewer to peel back layers of their own
mind, while combining it with the need to entertain.
David Ciclitira, Founder of START Art Fair said: “One of the most exciting of START 2021’s discoveries
is HARTI; an artist who has been dedicated to his practice for more than two decades and until now
totally undiscovered.”
About StART:
Since its inception, StART art fair has helped springboard the careers of a wealth of exciting young
talent and is now arguably the most international of contemporary art fairs. With galleries and creatives
from every continent, the event is widely known for showcasing tomorrow’s international stars. The fair
acts as a snapshot of new art from around the world in an intimately sized venue, with the aim of helping
critics and collectors navigate the ever-growing geographical expansion of the art world.

